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A nondestructive assay method using neutron
emission technique has been proposed and
designed for the determination of the fissile
isotopes distribution along the irradiated fuel
assemblies of MARIA reactor. The method is
based on detection of fission neutrons emitted
from external neutron source and multiplied by
fissile isotopes: U-235, Pu-239, and Pu-241
within the spent fuel.

Neutrons emitted from the spent fuel originate
mainly from fission induced in the fissile material
and the source neutrons penetrating the fuel rod
without interaction. Additionally, the neutrons
from spontaneous fission of actinide isotopes
contribute to the population of emitted neutrons.

The Monte Carlo code [1] has been used for
the geometrical simulation and optimization of
the measuring equipment (Fig. 1), i.e. neutron
source, moderating container, collimator, and the
neutron detector.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of measuring equipment

Two objective functions were used in
optimization process: the thermal neutron flux
integrated with fission cross-section for U-235
(flux cross-section integral), and the thermal
neutron current integrated with fission cross
section (current cross-section integral). The first
criterion has been applied to optimize the
moderating container, and fuel-detector
geometry; the second one in collimator
simulation. All the simulations were performed
for the fresh fuel assembly and for its mock-up

made of aluminum to separate the ,,fission
component" from the total signal.

The results of calculation show [2] that the
moderating container having dimensions 032cm
x 30cm, and collimator of 26cm x 6.8cm x 2cm
constitute the optimal configuration. In Fig. 2 arc
shown the results of Monte Carlo simulation of
the fuel assembly - neutron detector geometry.
The flux - cross-section integral is plotted versus
distance between the fuel and the detector. The
maximum ratio of detector output signal for fuel
and mock-up (signal to background ratio) was
found for the distance of 4.5 cm.
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Fig. 2. Fuel - neutron detector geometry
optimization

In the real experimental procedure at least two
calibration points have to be used: detector count
rates for fuel element and its mock-up,
representing the nominal amount of fissile
material and zero content. For the intermediate
region the linearity between the output signal and
fissile material content within the fuel is assumed.
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